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': State of the Art of a-Si Solar Cells
PERFOIIJI_I_._OF B[S[ REPORTEDSI_aLE JUNCTIONP-I-N
NqORPHOUSSILICONSOLARCELLS
Voc Jsc FF EFT.
mV mAIcm2 % H
BESTINDIVIDUALPARAME]Eh_. qso 16.70 14.0 LL/I)
• HIGHCONVERSIONEFFICIENCY: 1.4 - 11.7H






IqANUFACTURERS Voc Jsc FF El:F,
.v .A/r_ X
A 0,726 9.59 0.572 3.99
f B 0,869 12.60 0.666 7.33
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tMODULE DEVELOPMENT AND ENGINEERING SCIENCES jt
a-Si:H Solar-Cell Structure With Enlarcjed Section of
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a-Si:H Solar-Cell Structure With Enlarged Section
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MODULE DEVELOPMENT AND ENGINEERING SCIENCES
Effects of Excitation Intensity on Photocurrent Response
• PROCESSV. . CELLglIALITY
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SCLS Image of Module 1 Using 4579 _, Argon Laser Line
Photocurrent Dependence on Excitation Intensity
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, Schematic Energy-Band Diagram and
,. Distribution of Gap States in a-Si:H '
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Free Carrier Electror, " ,ansport Model
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t ORIGINAL PAC-Et_
i Conclusion OF POOR QUALITY
• SOLAR CELL LASER SCANNER CAN BE EFFECTIVELY USED TO NONIESTRUCTIVELY
41
TEST NOT ONLY ACTIVE DEFECTS BUT ALSO THE CELL QUALITY AND INTEGRITY
OF ELECTRICAL CONTACTS.
Plans for a-S| Solar Cells
• UPGRADE S(].S CAPAJmlLITY TO PROBE PHOTOCURflENT RESPONSE IN
DIFFERENT LAYERS OF THE DEVICE.
• [VN.UATE A/6) CHARACTERIZE NODULE DEGRADATIWIAL PHENOMENA IN
TH|N-F|Ul NIOIIPHOUS SILICON SOLAR CELLS tilTH PARTICULAR
E/IPHASIS ON IIlCRO AND HACROSCOPIC DEFECTS/FLANS.
• DEVELOP NETHOI)S TO ANALYZE FAILURE NODES RESULTING FROIq
DEGRADATION DUE TO ENVIROIIIqENTAL EFFECTS SUCH AS OPTICAL,
THERIML, NECHANICAL AND NOISTURE.
• AIIALYZE CELL INTER-COUPt.INGS.
Photocurrent Signal of Module 1 Across the
Nine Cells in Series Coupled Module Scanned
by a He-Ne Laser (3.0 mW)
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